
 

 

 

Letter of Registration and Return 

November 2017 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
TO ALL SINGULAR as well as Nobles and Gentles and others to 

whom these presents shall Come,  

 

Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd, 

 

Fleur-de-Lis Principal Herald and King of Arms of the Realm and 

Empire of Adria sendeth Greetings.  

 

I must take a moment and thank all those who have waited patiently. 

The College of Arms and the process of registration is founded in 

the commitment towards representing historical concepts of 

formalized heraldry from our time period. Our rules and the 

processes are drawn from years of research, review and 

contemplation in order to meet that goal. The greatest challenge 

of the College has always been one of education, not only to the 

populace at large but within its own ranks. One of the hardest 

concepts to convey is that heraldry is not just a picture of various 

elements but a true Art and Science. 

With that said I present the Letter of Registration and Return, 

November 2018. 

Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Stylization 

A misnomer has been spreading for some time about the submitting of charges in 

wanting one thing and presenting another. Stylization is an aspect which takes in 

to consideration different artistic takes on a specific element. Example an Eagle; 

    

There are many different artistic styles in history of eagles, but the fact is they are still a “Eagle”. 

The Aspect of submitting an Eagle because s submitters Dragon would not pass and then using the 

dragon in an actual display is plainly wrong. 

Asking a Herald to call a musical note, a horse shoe, when the design is truly a musical note just so one 

can get their note passed is plainly wrong. 

 

Flags 

 On the Device form  there is an  option of “Flag”, this option is reserved for chapters and not 

individuals. I would ask all heralds to please inform their populace when filling such out. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Registered 
 

Auroch’s Fjord 

10183  Don Humble      Device 
Sable, a tower argent between three arrows in pall Or charged with a wolfs head erased sable. 

 

8133  Kathlin Ulfstdottir     Device 
Argent, a chevron sable between in chief two leopards heads erased addorsed and in base a 
leopard statant pupure. 

 
8133  Kathlin Ulfstdottir     Device 
 Argent, a chevron sable between three leopards rampant purpure. 
 

Cathair Na Caillte 

6209  Ashlynn O’Conner     Device 
 Erminois, a fox rampant gules and upon a chief sable two arrow sheaf Or. 
 

Chesapeake 

1814  Francesco Gaetano Greco d’ Edessa   Device 

 Per bend sinister fluery-counter-fluery  purpure and argent, in dexter chief a pearled 
 Baronial coronet Or. 
 
 
5394  Jolivette du Louvre     Device 
 Gules, a linden tree argent and in chief two suns Or. 
 

Drachetor 
 
6038  Sir Freitag      Badge 
 Vert, a sealion within a bordure embattled  Or. 



 
 
 
 

Constantinople 
 
9570  Fadir Bjarndyr      Device 
 Per chevron inverted azure and vert, a bear affront erect argent. 
 
9305  Ronan       Device 
 Sable, a bridge of one arch towered argent and in chief three mullets of seven points in  
 chevron Or. 
 

Esperance 
 
8894  Eilish       Device 

Purpure, two needles in saltire Or surmounted in pale by scissors  inverted within a 
bordure argent. 

 

Iberia 
 
85-00  Iberia (chapter of)     Flag 

Azure, a cross displaced to dexter throughout gules fimbriated and in canton a cross 
pattee argent. 

 
 

Loch Fyn 
 
83-00  Loch Fyn (chapter of)      Flag 
 Azure, chalice argent. 

 
Normandy 
 
84-00  Normandy (chapter of)    Flag 
 Azure, a drakkar Or. 



 

 
Thinaria 
 
54-00  Thinaria      Flag 
 Argent, a rose purpura and argent in base three chevronels braced sable. 
 
9369  Grainne Ni Mhaille     Badge 
 Azure, a dolphin haurient argent. 

 
Umbria 
 
8366  Artenesia Nolin von Fleckernstein   Device 

Purpure, two scimitars inverted in saltire argent and upon a point pointed  sable four roses  
argent and purpure  slipped and leaved in cross.  

 
03-02  Rising Sun (estate of)     Estate 
 Sable, two suns in fess and in base a tulip Or. 
 
8296  Robert de Bryan     Device 
 Per chevron sable and Or, in base a bear passant proper (brown) 
 
03-02  Sgath Faol.      Estate 
 Per pale argent and sable, a wolf passant counterchanged. 
(Already registered Dec2016) 
 
03-02  Sgath Faol.      Estate 
 Per pale argent and sable, five wolves passant in saltire counterchanged. 
(Already registered Dec2016) 
 
9750  Danielle Rogers      Device 
 Argent, a swan displayed sable. 
 
9066  Annwyl O’an Cainteage     Device 
 Azure, a chevron between three crescents Or. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Wolfendorff 
 
3555  Emma Wulfstan     Device 
 Vair, a fleam sable. 
 
9394  Adgar Wulfstan     Device 
 Per pale sable and gules, a wolf rampant within a bordure Or. 
 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Reinstated 
 
Terre Neuve 
 
1167-1168  Sir Vinceno Grimani     Device 
  Per pale gules and azure, a dragon segreant contourny maintaining a fracted 

sword argent. 
 
 

  Bariteau,Estate of (also transfer) 
02-02   Grimani, Estate of    Estate 

  Azure, an eagle displayed or. 

 
 

Returned 
 
 

Auroch’s Fjord 
61-02  Crimson Owl      Estate 

Per bend Or and Argent, a bend wavy azure between a lymphad sails furled proper in dexter and 
a owl gules in sinister. 
Return: Marshalling 

 
 



 
9146  Admiral Bea      Device 
 Per saltire argent, in pale two lanterns gules and in fess two lymphads sails furled sable. 
   Return: Per saltire, must contain at least two different colors in the division. Not a single field color. 
 
9146  Admiral Bea      Device 
 Sable, two bottles in saltire and in chief a scroll argent. 
  

Return: Glass bottles are not a period charge, the heraldic symbology of such would have been  
to represent a leather bag.  

 
 
 
 
7990  Lyanndra      Device 
  Azure chausse Or, a lion rampant regardant sinister and in chief a sun sable 
 Return:  Chausse is a uncommon field division, in regards to this set of arms only the azure area  
 could be charged. See HMRRR page 22,23. Suggest using a pile, though such does not extend to  

the upper sides of the shield. 
 
7468-7534 Pantagruel Prefect     Device 
 Gules, Two ravens addosed sable maintaining an arrow fesswise and a chief checky argent and  

azure. 
Returned: Tincture violation: sable charges cannot be placed on a gules field. Also the use off 
proper is not correct, the proper tincture is Or, not brown. And brown when apprpriatedly 
applied is equal to sable and would still violate the rule of tincture. 
 
8715  Raeann Maab      Device  
 Argent, two chevronnels azure overall a bee Or. 
Conflict; Brude MacAlpin of Umbria - “Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and 
two azure.  Only 1 CD is given for changing any type of charge group, crescents – bee. 

 

78-02  Tungl Tungl (estate of)    Estate 
 Azure, a bend between two crescents argent. 
 Conflict: Wher Wulfe of Stirling “Azure, upon a bend Argent, three mullets of eight 

 Sable” Only one clear difference in change of charge type. Crescents – Mullets 
 

Chesapeake 
 
7000  Sir Gurou Feuille  d’Argent    Device 
 Gules, a cluster of three oak leaves argent charged with a wolf passant ululant sable. 
 Return: This is being returned for none period style. Unfortunately it’s a just doesn’t  

Work, all items have to be identifiable, placing the wolf on a leaf makes it so small.  
This needs to reworked using basic principles of placement and position. 

 



 
Umbria 
 
9750-9749 Frank Singleton      Device 
 Argent, a bulls head sable and in base a rose argent 
Return: what was presented was not a bulls head, but a bulls skull, animal skulls have yet be shown of 
use in heraldic practices. ( typical western symbol) and the rose was a flower as in nature not a 
representation of a heraldic rose.(face forward). 
 
10025  Sean O’DubhGhaill     Device  
 Gules, a bend sable fimbriated Or between a musical note in chief sinister and a wolf rampant in 
  dexter base Or 

Return: The blazon described a horse shoe,  a musical note is what was presented and are not 
period charges.  

 
 
8366  Artenesia Nolin von Fleckernstein   Badge 
 Gules, an eagle displayed maintaining a sword fesswise Or and upon a point pointed azure a 
 mullet argent. 
 Return; tincture violation; a point is not a field division, but a peripheral ordinary, as such you  

can not place sable on purpure. 


